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AESTRACT
 
Elack student alienation in liberal arts colleges is 


discussed. A srudy was conducted-of eight four-year liberal arts 

colleges in the Midwest. Respondents included 267 black students, 

nearly 6CX of all black students enrolled. A standard alienation 

scale measured feelings of powerlessness, meaninglessness, ' 

normlessness, cultural estrangement, social estrangement, and 

estrangement frco work. Results showed a high degree of normlessness 

contrasted with low overall powerlessness. This suggests that black 

students believe opportunities for advancement do exist, but not 

vithin the prevailing normative structure. Other results showed high 

social estrangement In black females living on campus, students from 

the suburbs living on campus, and n.ursing majors. This lack of 

integration probably stems from the ethnocentric nature of the 

institutions. Changes are recommended in terms of recruitment of mo,re 

black and ether minority students and faculty, a strong black student 

association headed by a black student advisor, well-developed black 

studies programs, tutoring services for inadequately prepared black 

freshmen, and a faculty committee on minority education. Although 

drastic institutional change might harm its relationship with its 

founding and sustaining ethnic group, certain actions need to be 

taken toward proper integration. (AV)
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liberal Prior,to 1965, when one spoke of students in arts col


leges, he/she was almost certainly referrring to white students, as 


for the most part to be exclusive, Anglo-Saxon, 
such colleges tended 

educational enclaves. The turbulence of the sixties, with Black 


Power, burning cities, and boycotts changed all that. Fearing 


charges of racism, liberal arts colleges followed the major uni


versities' 	lead in not only admitting, but also recruiting black 


students. • • 


Alienation Study
 

Despite their increasing numbers, black students at liberal 


arts colleges are a vastly under-researched group. The popular 


and scholarly literature treats black disenchantment in large 


institutions, but there remains a pressing need for examinations 


of the situation in the myriad of liberal arts colleges.
 

which arises out of an empirical study in addi
This article, 

tion to the 	author's own observations and experiences, focuses on 


black student alienation in liberal arts colleges. • The study \vas 


conducted in a Midwestern college conference. The .schools 


private, four-year 
ranged in size from 900 to 1,900 and all are 

institutions.- The 26? respondents represent nearly 60 percent 


of the M+9 	black students enrolled in the eight colleges in the 


study. • 

A standard alienation scale was used in the study.1 It-divides 


alienation into six components: powerlessness, meaninglessness, 


normlessness, cultural estrangement, social' estrangement, and 


estrangement'from work. Each component is measured with a state


which the respondent agrees or disagrees. Agreement indicates
ment to 
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alienation. The statements, with the component tested by each, 


are as follows": . .
 

1. 	 "There is not much that I can do about nest of the important 

problems that we face today" (pov/erlessness).
 

2. 	 "Things have become so complicated in the v/orld today that
 

I really don't understand what is going on" (meaninglessness)
<*
 

3. 	 "In order to get ahead in the world today, you are almost
 

forced to' do seme things which are not right" (normlessness).*
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Zf, 	 ^"1 an not much interested in the TV programs, movies, or maga

zines chat most people seem to like" (cultural estrangement).

5. 	 "I often feel lonely" (social estrangement).
 

6. 	 "I don't really enjoy most of the school v:ork that I do, but 

I feel.Lthat I must do it in order to have other things that 


I need and want" (estrangement from v/ork). 


Results 	 .
 

Although levels of pov/erlessness, meaninglessness, and cultural 


estrangement v:ere generally quite low, 6Q.7 percent of the total group

evidLnced normlessness. Apparently these student's feel that one canno

realistically expect to succeed by scrupulously adhering to the rules.

When contrasted with low overall pov/erlessness (30.3 percent), this 


finding suggests that the students believe that opportunities for ' 


advancement and influence do%xist, but these opportunities all but
 

l^ prevailing normative


structure. It is important to bear in mind with this and other result
s*
 

however, that white students may feel siirJbarly and hence, black-white 

comparisons should generally be approached with caution*
 

The greatest overall alienation was indicated on estrangement

\ 	 • • ' '."-••
 

from 	work withal. 4 percent. It seems that these students,, for the
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most part, are in college for largely instrumental (perhaps voca


tional) reasons. The academic dimension stimulates relatively little 


intrinsic interest. Academic alienation is a problem of considerable 


• 	 magnitude for black GtudentG^rid is much discussed in the literature.2 


Students regularly voice the legitimate complaint that -the entire aca


demic enterprise is permeated with a white perspective, disposing 


blacks to learn white values, history, and culture.
 

To the extent that this is true, blacks are being miscducated. 


For such a monocultura-1 approach to learning has the effect of placing 


black students under pressure to reject their own culture and outlook 


in favor of that of the dominant middle class society—a case of intel-


• 	 lectual oppression. • Such oppression is antithetical to the very essence

of education as. the liberal arts institution pays intense lip service 


to the values of diversity and freedom and thought and inquiry. This 


diversity and freedom should transcend the cultural boundaries of a 


WASP genre. . . •
 

In t'erms of subgroups, fully *t6.1 percent of the females living 


on campus indicated social estrangement. Black coeds are at a number 


of social disadvantages in these schools. Unrelated to ra"ce is the 


traditional dating practice' making it customary for males to initiate 


interaction. This dating problem is exacerbated by the presence oi* 


white females who compete for the attention of the already limited
 
^
 

number of black males. This latter, i's a sensitive issue among
 

black females and produces a sizable amount intragroup hostility.3 


Furthermore, black females are victim to the twin assault of racism 


and sexism. The sexism aspect is intensified in the college by 


the rather strong chauvinist atmosphere present due to the institu


tions more traditional orientation, •
 

That more than half of the black students came from homes in
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which the major wage earner made less than 310,000 annually places 


them in stark contrast to their largely uppcr-r.iddle-class \vhite 


colleagues. As one might expect, the under-^10,OCO respondents 


expressed much more po'.verlessnecs (^1.0 to 22,5 percent) than those 


from over-310,000 backgrounds. Although black student associations 


offer black students a collective power base from v;hich to address 


themselves to issues of concern, students in general, wield relatively 


little power in academic areas of college life. There is almost
 

no available recourse in cases of capricib^is- grading, prejudiced

**** 


instructors, or unjusi( disciplinary measures. 
 In fact, higher

A
 

education, both public and private, is one of the least democratic 


institutions in American society. 
 As su£h, it seems surprising


that powerlessness levels were not higher.

'*•................ ..._......... ... .... _
 

Students who live on-campus expressed a greater degree of 


social estrangement than those off-campus—37.3 to 2.7• 5 percent. 


Greater social estrangement on the part of resident students calls 


into serious question the consistent tendency of small colleges to 


describe themselves as harmonious communities. Social estrangement-


bay be a particular problem for these black students as many of them 


have little opportunity to find relief off-campus, either due to 


the white suburban nature of the region surrounding it, or to a 


lack of. available means of transportation, virtually grounding them
 

to the campus. .•-»
 

With 80.5 percent of the respondents from urban backgrounds,
 
s
 

suburban black students are actually a minority within a minority. 


Over half (51.7 percent) of the suburbanites living on-campus 


"•experienced-social estrangement^ _This does-not" seem ̂ surprising 


as this group suffers fron a dual disadvantage. On one hand,
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their suburban statue o'ften causes' them to "be viewed as net "black 


enough" for their urban black colleagues, while they are racially 


separated from their more socicoccncmically similar white counter


parts on the-other. ^ -. •. ;,
 

_ Among college major groips, nursing'student responses" stood out. .-.-.
 
* 
 r •


Although the majority of nursing majors* did not express normlessness 


or estrangement from v;ork, '60 percent were socially estranged and 50
 
1
 

-'percent indicated ceaninglessness. These results may arise from the 


rather tightly-structured nature of nursing programs. The demands
 

on one's tir.ie and energy made by the nursing programs are sue;; that v
 
^
 

many students—black and white—regularly allude to the rat-her soci


ally and educationally segregated.lives they are forced to lead.
 
» 


Ethnocentriss
 

In summary, it is evident both in terms of the empirical study
 
•>
 

as well as the author^ ov/n observations, that for black students at -


liberal arts colleges there is desegregation without integration. 


In fact, a sizable degree of alienation exists. It is my belief 


that this alienation and lack of integration owes to the fact that
 

colleges of this type ar? usually closely aligned with a given ethnic-.
> . ' 


religious group. This alignment can be traceti to the very origins
 

of the schools and are an integral part of their institutional 


identities and distinctiveness. Hence, although black and other 


non-Anglo students make the student population multiethnic', this
 
»
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pluralism is not often reflected in the educational experience
 
*
 

these institutions offer.. • * * . .
.* '
 

As previously noted, liberal arts colleges commonly refer to 


themselves as communities. However>..at the heart of a given college 1
 

community .ethos ""is~Tts" particular -ethnic-- h-erri^age .and
 



affiliation* The character, values, and ideologies of the scr. cjpl 


are premised on its ethnic foundations. Black students,.never a 


part of the particular Northern European ethnic s,tcck with which 


the college identifies, are not genuine members of the college com


munity. Even membership in the denomination with which the school 


is affiliated is no guarantee of first-class citizenship, a^ the 


faith and^theology the institution is committed to is often one 


which has passed through a white ethnocentric filter and hence, is 


alien to non-white students.
 

The unidimensicnality of the college can be so powerful that 


the particular monocultural point of view of the school may simply 


be accepted as "reality" by white faculty and students. There is 


little awareness that an individual could find the school something m 


other than an equitable, just, and high-quality institution. This 


ignorance is perhaps the greatest barrier to effective change on the 


part of the college. 


Recommendations
 

With' this in mind, our attention turns to the question regarding 


"what steps colleges can take to reduce alienation and' intergroup ten


sion. Before making any specific policy recommendations however, it 


is necessary to stress that change is the responsibility of the insti


tution, not the black students.. • Endemic to even federal social pro


grams is the tendency to manipulate and shape those victimized by 


oppressive circumstances so that they will better adjust .to the _ 
 ' 


prevailing conditions, rather than attempt to alleviate injustices.
 
« 
 *
 

Such a tendency to<blaae the victim can at best provide only pseudo 


solutions, as it does not get at the causes of the problems.^ The 


litmus test for real progress must be the willingness of the insti

tution to eliminate, oppressive patterns--and-ppactices.'in_favor^ of **
 



making itself a truly democratic entity.
 

What follows is a series of recommended actions liberal arts 


colleges can take in dealing with black student alienation. The 


list is neither exhaustive nor particularly "bold, but is presented 


with an awareness.that these institution's exist on limited budgets 


as well as immutable philosophical leanings. It is hoped that these 


suggestions for action will stimulate further research and discussion 


of the problems.
 

—A pressing need is the recruitment of inosfe black and other
 
. • • v% •
 

minority "students. . Black students'lrardiy--eT«r—make-up—even-five--' -


percent of a small college student population. Smallness in number 


is a constantly _verbalized concern of black students. • It serves to

"0
 

sharpen... their... sens.e_. of minority status and effectively l.irrLts 


their chances of engineering significant change in the college. It 


is also important that recruitment be broadly based. In the case
 
X
 

of males r all too 'often colleges have focused on athletes—students 


who in actuality serve the best interests of the college. Such 


a recruiting emphasis only reinforces the stereotypical image of 


the black male student as being an empty-headed jock who knows 


little and 'cares less about quality education.
 
•
 

—A strong Black Student Association, headed by a Black Student 


These organizations are vital to the rein-
Advisor r is essential. •- ,.., —--—-

forcement of black student identity and th'e advancement of black 


cultural espression. In addition, they provide a meeting ground 


for the articulation black educational needs and concerns,
 
* X • \ '
 

—Inasmuch'as black students are frequently from low-income, 


crowded, urban high schools, many are not prepared for the rather 


traditional and exacting academic standards of the liberal arts 


college. For this reason,*it may.be necessary to provide tutoring
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or other academic assistance to aid students who desire it. ijo admit 


black students, and accept their tuition monies only to flunk them
 
> 

out after several terms is a serious ethical issue. That small 


colleges have difficulty finding and recruiting black students 


v/ho are prepared for the academic rigors of the liberal arts, 


experience only underscores the necessity^ for academic assistance, 


as the alternative is an all-white institution. .
 

—Less than'half of the colleges in the study had any black faculty. 


This is particularly regrettable as black faculty provide a necessary 


liason between the black students and the larger institution. In 


addition, they serve as stable adult success models and resource per


sons for those students v/ho are in need of support and encouragement.
 

—Black cultural expression should not be restricted to an annual - -


collective catharsis occurring during Black Expression Week, but 


should be evident year round. College events and activities should 


consistently reflect the presence and interests of non-white stu


dents. Anything less impoverishes the educational experience the 


college offers, robbing it of the richness and multicultural 


thrust it should have, " . .
 

—It is important that a first-quality, '7/ell-developed Black 


or Minority Sf-fiuiiSs P-ro^ran be instituted. Although controversial,
 

these cuf'rTcuTa'"'ser've' to tieigHtgn awarenubb Uuuughout foio 


tution of the importance of minorities in society, 9
 

—Short of an actual curriculum with a minority focus, colleges 


should at least insist on a periodic academic review in which 


faculty members assess the content and presentation of their 


& courses with an eye toward meeting the needs of non-Anglo stu


dents. Moreover, the college library and_audi,o-v^sual depart- .
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adequacy raent should examine their holdings in terms of their in
 
i t .


the area of minority emphases. ^

* 
 $?

—A faculty committee on minority education, chaired by the
 

^ . * 

b.e of 
*


value. Black Student Advisor, would considerable Such .a 


committee '.vould regularly reviev/ the entire scope of minority 


^education en campus. In addition, it could keep abreast of 


advances in the area made by other college's along with those . 


the literature. In any case, it too could raise 
reported in 

consciousness.regarding black student concerns and issues in 
.


the college. . „ ' 


Limitation
 

A word of caution is r.ertinent here. Even if the liberal
 

were to adopt the foregoing recommendations along
 arts college 
t ~ •


with other more progressive and ambitious ones, it must ulti


mately confront what may be an insurmountable barrier; its par-


ticularlethnic identity and affiliation. For although there is 


nothing dishonorable about wnite'ethnic pride and institutions 


reflecting it, this ethnic factor limits a college's ability to
 

fully embrace minority students, as it_ ties itself 'to an ethnocen


To be truly democratic, truly pluralistic, an institution
 tric bias. 
j S


' 


lean in any particular ethnic direction. However, for
 

the liberal .arts-college to dissolve its ethnic ties would be tan


tamount to destroying much of its institutional identity. Further-


mofe, such an abdication v/ould be an act of institutional suicide— 


for it would be rejecting the particular ethnic constituency which 


supports the college with money and freshmen. Hence, the college .. 


could be torn between .its desire to be pluralistic and its desire to 


remain loyal to its;founding and sustaining ethnic group.
 

,,,
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This, hov/Gver, does not render the situation hopeless by any

" '
 

T 1 

J 

means,. An enormous amount could be accomplished by colleges 


without violating their' given ethnic traditions. And if liberal 


arts colleges v;ere to make a genuine and effoat-filled comrnitmerit 


to diversity and -pluralis:;;, * 
 they would not only be mailing, i
 the


educational experience for black students more enriching, but 
-


v/ould be taking a'giant step in the direction of what liberal 


. education is- truly -all about. -,
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